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A real-valued function v(x) defined on a lattice is called a valuation

if and only if it satisfies

(1) v(x) + v(y) = v(xf~\ y) + v(x\J y),

and a distributive valuation if and only if it satisfies

2 {v(x U y U z) — v(x C\ y C\ z)} = v(x U y) + v(y W z)

+ v(z W x) — v(x C\ y) — v(y C\ z) — v(z C\ x).

If z = 3cWy, then (2) becomes (1); therefore a distributive valuation

is a valuation.

In his book Lattice theory, G. Birkhoff conjectured the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. If L is a lattice with a distributive valuation which is not

constant on an interval [x, y] unless x=y, then L is distributive.1

We intend to affirm this proposition by proving more precisely the

following theorem.

Theorem 2. A lattice L is distributive if and only if the following con-

dition (*) is satisfied: (*) For every x<y in L, there exists a distributive

valuation which is defined on L and is not constant on the interval [x, y].

We now begin with a lemma.

Lemma 1. A lattice L is modular if, for every x<y in L, there exists

a valuation which is defined on L and is not constant on the interval

[x, y]-

Proof. If L is not modular, then L contains a nonmodular five-

element sublattice, in which

aKJ b = a\J c = e,       af~\b = a i~\ c = f, b < c.

If t is an element of the interval  [b, c], then every valuation v(t)

satisfies

v(t) + v(a) = v(t r\a) + v(t Uj) = v(f) + v(e) ;

hence v(t) is constant on the interval [b, c].
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Lemma 2. Let a modular lattice L contain a nondistributive five-ele-

ment sublattice A, in which

a W b = b^J c = cU a = e,       af\b = bC\c = cr\a=f,

and t be an element of L such that a^t<e. Then L contains a new non-

distributive five-element sublattice B, in which

sVJ t = t\J r = r\J s = e,       sr\t = tr\r = ri\s = g.

Proof. Put s = (iHc)Uè and r = (/nj)Uc. Then immediately

s\Jt=t\Jr=r\Js = e. As L is modular, sr\t = ((tnc)\Jb)r\t = (tr\c)

\J(bt~\t), and similarly rr\t = (tr\b)VJ(ciM). The modular law also

implies that sr\c=((tr\c)yJb)n>c = (tr\c)VJ(br\c) =tr\c, and si\r
= sri(c\J(tr\b)) = (snc)\J(tC\b) = (tr\c)\J(tnb). Consequently si\t
= tí\r = rf~\s( = g). As t¿¿e, the five elements of B are mutually dis-

tinct.

Lemma 3. // the above five-element lattice A is a sublattice of a lattice

with a distributive valuation v(x), then v(a) =v(b) =v(c)=v(e) =v(f).

Proof. Using (1), we have !>(&)+o(c) =fl(e)+t>(f), n(c)+i;(a) =z/(e)

+v(f), and v(a)+v(b)=v(e)+v(f), whence v(a) =v(b) =v(c) = {v(e)

+v(f)}/2. If we put x = a, y = b, z = c in (2), then we have

2{v(e)— vif)} =3v(e)—3v(f), namely v(e)=v(f).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let L be a lattice satisfying the condition

(*). Then, by Lemma 1, L is modular. If L is not distributive, then

L contains a nondistributive five-element sublattice A as mentioned

in Lemma 2. Given an element t (t^e) of the interval [a, e], there

exists a nondistributive five-element sublattice B as shown in

Lemma 2. Then Lemma 3 implies that v(t)=v(e) for every distribu-

tive valuation v(x); namely every v(x) is constant on the interval

[a, e]. This contradicts the condition (*).

Conversely suppose that L is a distributive lattice. For any x<y

in L, there exists a prime ideal P which contains x and not y. If

we define a function v(t) such that v(t) = 0 for tEP and v(t) = l for

tEP, then v(t) is a distributive valuation and v(x)?¿v(y). Thus our

theorem is completely proved.

By the way, all the statements in this note are valid even if v(t)

takes values in an Abelian group in which no element has the order 2.

In conclusion the writer wishes to express his gratitude to Professor

Nakayama of Nagoya University who kindly read the original

manuscript and gave helpful suggestions.
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